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Introduction

Microarray experiment is a promising technology to monitor the expression lev-

els for thousands of genes simultaneously. This technology is relevant to almost

all fields of life sciences. Microarrays provide a more complete understanding

of the molecular variations among tumors, and hence direct to better diagnosis

and treatment strategies for the disease. DNA microarray experiments, followed

in defined time period, are highly suitable to gene expression levels during a bi-

ological process. Apart from monitoring transcript or messenger ribonuceic acid

(mRNA) levels, DNA microarrays are used to detect single nucleotide changes,

unbalanced chromosome aberrations by Comparative Genomic Hybridization

(CGH) experiment (Nuber, 2005).

The analysis of microarrays demands solving a number of statistical problems

ranging from normalization to different supervised and unsupervised studies.

Growth and development of any organism requires appropriate regulation of cell

division cycle (Whitefield et al., 2002). In cancer cell, the molecular processes

for duplication of cell are erratic. So, advent of treatment for cancer or some

other diseases might get possible through proper understanding of cell division

cycle. There are well established theory and application to test for periodicity in

short time series but with Fourier frequencies. However, most of the microarray

time series are short and there is no guarantee that the series will only have

Fourier frequencies. Wichert et al. (2004) discussed the issue of investigating

periodicity in the microarray cell cycle data using Fisher’s g statistic. Our

proposed method can lead to substantial improvement in power of the test
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when non-Fourier frequencies are present in the series.

Due to the presence of large number of genes for each single array, the issue

of multiple testing in a genome-wide data analysis plays a great rule in reaching

the final conclusion. A significant p-value obtained from a given setting for a

specific gene would very unlikely refer to randomness rather than true features

of this gene. But the presence of large number of genes makes it possible to get

false positive and false negatives for a defined hypothesis. Wichert et al. (2004)

used a method of False Discovery Rate (FDR), first proposed by Benjamini

and Hochberg (1995), as multiple testing procedure. False positive rate, which

leads to p-value, differ conceptually from FDR. Storey and Tibshirani (2003)

suggested working with positive FDR (pFDR) for multiple testing. Pounds et al.

(2004) proposed a method, called the spacing LOESS histogram (SPLOSH) for

estimating the conditional FDR (cFDR) and claimed that this approach is more

stable than the qvalue. Simulation results and implementation to real data show

the variation of selecting the number of periodically expressed genes through

different multiple testing methods. SPLOSH revealed to be most conservative

while qvalue approach seems to be liberal in detecting correct number of periodic

genes.

Copy number changes, called as chromosome gains or losses, in the DNA

content of a given subject’s DNA often cause to tumorigenesis. Array CGH is a

molecular-cytogenetic method that provides a way to do genomewide screening

for such loss and gain regions referring to genetic alterations. To study and

solve the challenge of efficiently identifying the regions with DNA copy number

alterations, a number of methods have already been proposed. Pollack et al.

(2002) proposed to use a moving average to the ratios and normal versus nor-

mal hybridization to compute the threshold. Maximum likelihood approach to

fix mixture models corresponding to gain, loss and normal regions was used by

Hodgson et al. (2001 ). An algorithm, proposed by Wang et al. (2005), builds

hierarchical clustering-style trees along each chromosome, and then selects the

clusters by controlling the FDR at a specific level. Wang (1995) develops a

method for identifying the jumps in a time series by comparing wavelet co-
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efficients of the data with a proposed threshold. In chapter 2, we propose a

method using maximum overlapping discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) to

detect the amplification or deletion points of DNA copy number. The region is

defined to be gain or loss region using bootstrap procedure and thereafter some

multiple test procedure.

A successful diagnosis and treatment of cancer depend on the classification

of tumors through high-throughput microarray data analysis and this is one

of the mostly studied issues in microarray experiment. Golub et al. (1999)

worked with qualitative disease phenotypes, Brown et al. (2000) worked with

classifying genes according to their functional role. Comparison of different

classification methods was done by Dudoit et al. (2002). Traditional k-nearest

neighbour method selects single nearest neighbor for the purpose of predicting

future observations. In Chapter 3, we consider plausibility of taking first nearest

neighbour covariates in the set of original inputs. The performance of four

methods in four miroarray and one simulated data set was investigated. We

found that this type of augmented covariate set can result in better prediction.
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